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ABSTRACT : Several researches have been carried out with the aim of developing synthetic materials that can 

be used as biomaterials in the most diverse applications, such as bone grafts, implants, and in the bone 

regeneration process, in a safe and satisfactory way without risk to the patient. An alternative is the use of 
ceramic materials, such as calcium phosphate bioceramics, which are more cost effective, that is, they are 

highly effective and make the manufacturing process cheaper. Beta tricalcium phosphate (β-TCP) is a calcium 

phosphate bioceramic widely used because of its excellent biocompatibility, in vivo bioactivity, bioresorbability 

and osteoconductivity properties. This way, this work consists of presenting data collected from the last six 

years on β-TCP in scientific articles and patents. The ScienceDirect, Web of Science and Scopus databases were 

used for scientific articles, and the USPTO, ESPACENET and LENS.ORG databases for patents. The collected 

results presented the number of published articles, the number of patents, the countries involved in the 

publications, the main applications, the synthesis methods used, the amount of doping and composites formed as 

well as the number of publications that synthesized beta tricalcium phosphate in a pure form, with the aim of 

helping and guiding researchers who use this bioceramic.  
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I. INTRODUCTION  

Currently, it is observed that advances in medicine together with the principles of engineering and life 

sciences have provided the development of natural or synthetic materials, which effectively enable the 

conservation, repair, regeneration or even the functional replacement of organs or tissues of the body. human 

beings affected by pathologies, infections and traumas. Such materials are called biomaterials and play an 

essential role in the replacement/regeneration of injured parts of the human body [1]. These materials must 

present physicochemical, mechanical and biological properties compatible with the host living tissues, in order 
to stimulate an adequate response of the same [2]. Biomaterials can be chemically classified, being subdivided 

into metals, ceramics, polymers and composites, as well as being classified according to the biological response 

they induce in the tissues to which they are implanted, being biotolerable, bioinert and bioactive [2, 3]. 

Bioceramics are a class of ceramics used in the repair and reconstruction of diseased or damaged parts 

of biological systems [4]. The great use of this class of biomaterials is due to the similarity with the basic 

constituents present in the mineral phase of bones and teeth, which are mainly formed of phosphorus and 

calcium [5, 6]. Among the most known and used, the following stand out: gypsum (CaSO4.½H2O), dense 
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alumina (α-Al2O3), zirconia (ZrO2), rutile (TiO2), calcium phosphates such as hydroxyapatite 

[Ca10(PO4)6(OH)2], and tricalcium phosphates as the α-TCP and β-TCP phases [4, 7-12]. 

Calcium phosphate based bioceramics stand out among the others, mainly due to their chemical and 

crystallographic similarity to human bone. As a result, in addition to being non-toxic, they are biocompatible, 

exhibit bioactive behavior and integrate into living tissue through the same processes active in healthy bone 

remodeling. This leads to an intimate physicochemical bond between implants and bones, called 
osteointegration. Other main reasons for the successful use of calcium phosphate biomaterials for bone 

replacement is the ease of handling and molding, without the need for a previous shape to the implant, fully 

adapting to the shape of the bone cavity and because they do not heat up during implantation. hardening process, 

avoiding tissue necrosis at the implantation site [13-15]. 

With chemical formulation Ca3(PO4)2, beta tricalcium phosphate (β-TCP) stands out due to its excellent 

properties of biocompatibility, in vivo bioactivity, bioresorbability and osteoconductivity, releasing calcium and 

phosphate ions promoting osteogenesis, which can be partially reabsorbed between 6 to 15 weeks after being 

implanted in the body [16-20]. In this way, this bioceramic has been highlighted in the use in procedures aimed 

at bone reconstruction due to its lack of local or systemic toxicity, absence of foreign body responses or 

inflammation and apparent ability to bind to the host tissue, since its chemical nature it is basically formed by 

calcium and phosphate ions that actively participate in the ionic balance between the biological fluid and the 
ceramic [2]. 

In this sense, this research proposes a prospection study of the last six years of patents and articles 

related to β-TCP, that is, from 2016 to the first six months of 2021. The number of publications per year, the 

countries that most published, the ions used in the doping process, the materials used to obtain composites, the 

main applications and the main methods of synthesis. 

 

II. MATERIALS AND METHODS 

This research consisted of a prospective technological and scientific study seeking patents and 

scientific articles through the CAPES journal portal via CAFE (Federated Academic Community) access. The 

free databases Espacenet (European Patent Office), USPTO (North American Patent and Trademark Office) and 

LENS.ORG (global patents and academic knowledge) were used to search for patents; and the databases of Web 

of Science, Scopus and Science Direct journals were used to search for articles. 
The following terms were used as keywords in the search field: β-TCP and beta tricalcium phosphate. 

For technological prospecting, no specific time was defined, the total number of patents being surveyed, while 

scientific prospecting took place with the survey of the number of scientific articles published from 2016 to July 

2021. In addition, the survey of scientific articles was limited only to research articles, excluding review articles. 

 

III. RESULTS AND DISCUSSION 

ANALYSIS OF PUBLISHED PATENTS 

Table 1 shows the number of patents found in the European (Espacenet), American (USPTO) and 

Australian (LENS.ORG) databases. 

 

Table 1: Number of patents found with keywords in Espacenet, USPTO and LENS.ORG databases. 
 

Key words ESPACENET USPTO LENS.ORG 

Beta tricalcium phosphate 415 56 1559 

β-TCP 769 0 71 

 

The Australian base presented the highest number of patents. It is noticed that no results were found 

with the keyword “β-TCP” in the American database. This fact is possibly due to the insertion of characters that 

are not allowed in the search fields of the patent database. In general, most patents are focused on the 
development of biomaterials, such as prostheses, implants, scaffolds and structures aimed at the development 

and proliferation of osteoblastic cells. 

Wuhan University of Science and Technology patent CN110182777A published in 2019 refers to a 

method for preparing nanosized β-TCP powders. According to the present invention, polyacrylamide is used as 

a mild shaping agent, microwave assisted co-precipitation is combined, so that the prepared nanometer beta-

tricalcium phosphate powder has characteristics of high purity, size of small particle, good crystallinity, good 
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dispersion property, regular and uniform morphology and stable performance, and it can be used in bone 

transplantation and other biomedical fields and drug loading [21]. 

The patent US2021023269A1 developed by the company Orthorebirth in 2020 presents the description 

of a bone regeneration material that has a structure similar to cotton, formed by a plurality of electrospun fibers. 

After implantation of bone regeneration material at a bone defect site of a human body, the fibers are tied to β-

TCP particles on the surface of the bone regeneration material and promote cell proliferation and differentiation 
at the bone defect site [22]. 

The patent EP3572102A1 developed by the company Ossdsign in 2019 refers to ready-to use injectable 

two paste cement-forming compositions based on monocalcium phosphate monohydrate (MCPM) powder oil 

and an aqueous suspension of beta tricalcium phosphate powder (β-TCP), respectively. In this way, the biphasic 

system is injectable and can be used for simplified and fast filling of bone defects in a minimally invasive way, 

greatly facilitating clinical applications, reducing surgery time, reducing the risk of contamination and ensuring 

repeatable results [23]. 

 

ANALYSIS OF PUBLISHED ARTICLES 

A total of 624 scientific research articles published were obtained during the searches. Table 2 shows 

the number of articles published in the Web of Science, Scopus and Science Direct databases between January 
2016 and July 2021. 

 

Table 2: Number of articles found in the scientific databases Web of Science, Scopus and Science 

Direct in the last 6 years. 

DATA BASE QUANTITY OF ARTICLES 

WEB OF SCIENCE 328 

SCIENCE DIRECT 182 

SCOPUS 114 

 

Observing Table 2, it can be seen that the Web of Science database with 328 articles holds the largest 

number of published articles, corresponding to 52.56% of the total number of articles, followed by the Science 

Direct database with 182 articles corresponding to at 29.17% and the Scopus base with 114 articles is the base 

with the lowest number of published articles corresponding to 18.27%. Figure 1 details the annual number of 

these publications. 

 

Figure 1: Number of articles per year. 
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Analyzing Figure 1, it can be seen that, in general, there is an increase in the number of publications 

over the years, probably due to the large number of researches aimed at investigating and improving its 

excellent properties, which highlights the interest of the academic community for beta tricalcium phosphate. 

Figure 2 shows in a simplified way the main countries with the respective quantities of publications. A total of 

62 different countries were verified, where China with 173 articles is the country that published the most in the 

last 6 years, followed by Japan and the United States with 107 and 67 publications, respectively. 
 

Figure 2: Number of publications by country 

 

Β-TCP PURE, DOPED, AND AS A COMPOSITE 

The way in which β-TCP was analyzed in research was verified, that is, pure, doped, or as a composite, 

where it was seen that the synthesis of pure β-TCP concentrates most of the research, corresponding to 45.35% 

of the syntheses, followed by the formation of composites with 43.59% and doping with ions corresponding to 

11.06% of the works. Figure 3 illustrates a graph that illustratively represents this relationship. 

 
Figure 3: Evaluation of the β-TCP phase of the researches that synthesized beta tricalcium phosphate in 

pure form, from the structural analysis. 
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There were several research objectives that synthesized beta tricalcium phosphate in pure form, from 

structural analysis, biodiesel production, synthesis of scaffolds, manufacture of bone cement, among many other 

applications [24-29]. 

Takeuch et al. [24] synthesized pure porous β-TCP from the carbonate present in starfish, using various 

conditions of hydrothermal treatments. After removing the organic substances, it was concluded that the starfish 

structure was formed by calcite granules containing Mg with an interconnected microporous structure of 
approximately 10−50 µm. After hydrothermal treatment with aqueous ammonium phosphate solutions under 

various temperature and Ph conditions, the starfish bone structure was converted into Mg-containing β-TCP. 

After treatment, it was concluded that the temperature and Ph factors affected the morphologies and crystalline 

phases of the bone structure after treatment, however, it was also found that such changes depended both on the 

dissolution of calcite and on the rates of formation of calcium phosphate. calcium, which can be applied as a 

porous bone graft with micro and macropores due to the intergranules of the primitive structure. 

 

DOPING 

The doping process is the addition of a very low concentration of an element, which typically ranges 

from a few parts per million (ppm) to a percentage fraction of the composition of the main material [27, 28]. 

The addition of dopants can have a significant impact on the synthesis and processing of materials, leading to 
the obtaining of nanostructures with different morphologies and, consequently, different physical and chemical 

properties. In this sense, the doping process can affect the synthesis process in a positive way, such as by 

decreasing the temperature and reaction time, inhibiting the growth of grains or the development of crystal 

growth in certain faces or directions [29]. 

When an ion is incorporated into the structure of a bioceramic such as β-TCP, a new category of 

material is created, where numerous unique properties that overcome the disadvantages of the primitive material 

favor its use in different biological applications. In this sense, the doping process can improve handling 

properties, angiogenic and osteogenic performance, antimicrobial activity, among other properties [31, 33-35]. 

Figure 4 presents the main ions used in the β-TCP doping process. 

 

Figure 4: Ions used in the doping process 

 
 

Analyzing the data regarding the ions used in the doping process, it was found that there are a total of 

69 articles that synthesized β-TCP doped with ions, where there is a variety of 29 different dopants. Among the 

ions used in the doping process, magnesium (Mg) was the most used, corresponding to 14.74% of the total 

dopings, followed by zinc (Zn), representing 11.58% of the total and strontium (Sr), representing 10.53% of the 

total doping. 
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 Magnesium is the fourth most abundant trace element in the human body whose presence is essential 

for more than 100 enzymes by virtue of its catalytic activity [36]. Thus, the insertion of Mg in the β-TCP crystal 

structure is of great interest, as it plays an important role in tissue regeneration, conferring an advantage both for 

the osteogenesis process and for the angiogenesis process [36-38]. In this sense, the incorporation of Mg 

significantly improves the adhesion, propagation and alkaline phosphatase activity of osteoblastic cells, 

reducing the risk of osteoporosis [39, 40]. Furthermore, the presence of magnesium within the β-TCP crystal 
lattice strongly influences the transformation kinetics of the β-TCP phase to α-TCP, slowing it down during 

heating, as well as promoting the reconversion of the α-TCP phase to β phase. -TCP spontaneously even after 

rapid cooling, or in sintered TCP components by optimized annealing treatment at 850 °C, and can also increase 

the phase transformation temperature sequentially, improving sintering density and mechanical properties [40, 

41]. 

Guo et al. [36] analyzed the influence of irradiation time and temperature on the synthesis of β-TCP 

doped with different Mg substitution contents (0, 5, 10 and 14 mol%) (Mg-TCP) by the microwave-assisted 

hydrothermal method. It was found that smaller and more homogeneous particles were obtained after 

microwave irradiation. Microwave irradiation increased defects in crystalline grains causing particle 

agglomeration. Furthermore, Mg was incorporated into β-TCP as designed and the replacement did not change 

the phase structure notably, except for the reduction of cellular parameters and lattice volume. Using 
mesenchymal stem cells from the bone marrow of rats to discuss the influence of Mg-TCP on cell proliferation 

and differentiation, it was also concluded that the proportion of 14 mol% presented the best facilitation in 

proliferation and differentiation, while the proportions of 5 and 10 mol% had their effects suppressed by the 

deposition of ions dissolved in the medium in ceramic samples. 

Zinc (Zn) is known to play crucial roles in the formation, mineralization, development and 

maintenance of healthy bones [42, 43]. Zn2+ ions are part of the process of angiogenesis [43], homeostasis [44], 

have antibacterial action [45], act as a cofactor in several transcription factors and enzymes [46], wound healing 

processes, increasing fibroblast proliferation [47], being widely used in tissue engineering applications [48]. 

Boanini et al. [49] applied the Matrix Assisted Pulsed Laser Combinatorial Evaporation (C-MAPLE) 

technique to deposit gradient thin films with varying compositions of Sr-substituted hydroxyapatite (SrHA) and 

Zn-substituted beta tricalcium phosphate (ZnTCP) on substrates. titanium, investigating how the compositional 

mixture of two calcium phosphates that differ in several aspects can be used to modulate the bone cell response. 
To complement the process, a co-culture model of osteoblasts and osteoclasts was created to reproduce the in 

vivo microenvironment in which different cells interact with each other and with possible biomaterials that may 

be present. The study concluded that the presence of SrHA inhibits osteoclast viability and differentiation, while 

ZnTCP exhibits a beneficial action in the mineralization process promoting osteoblast proliferation and 

osteocalcin production. Furthermore, intermediate compositions, containing SrHA and ZnTCP, coupled positive 

effects on osteoblasts with inhibitory action on osteoclasts, providing materials with tailored capacity, via laser 

processing, in order to improve and accelerate bone repair. 

Strontium (Sr) is an alkaline earth metal considered an effective and safe doping element whose effect 

on bone formation and remodeling becomes more noticeable and different over time depending on the applied 

concentration [48, 49]. Currently, Sr is used for the treatment of osteoporosis, forming part of the composition 

of biomaterials, aiming at bone formation and/or remodeling [49, 50]. Furthermore, it accelerates the 
osteogenesis and mineralization process, where its effects in vivo and in vitro have been studied aiming at bone 

consolidation and regeneration [51-53]. 

Tohidnezhad et al. [54] investigated the potential of using pure or strontium-doped beta tricalcium 

phosphate (β-TCP) scaffolds in the process of bone regeneration in mouse femur fractures, evaluating the 

process of angiogenesis, as well as possible inflammation in the process of bone regeneration. healing. The 

study concluded that pure β-TCP scaffolds favored the formation of a large percentage of bone tissue in fracture 

healing, however, the addition of strontium to the scaffolds influenced the inflammatory response at various 

stages of the healing process, which may have affected regeneration bone. In this way, the study concluded that 

an extended period of inflammation caused by the addition of strontium accelerates the formation of bone tissue, 

also accelerating the filling of the fracture, which can help in the treatment of patients suffering from 

osteoporosis. 

 

COMPOSITES 

Composite materials emerged in the mid-20th century as a promising class of engineering materials, 

providing new perspectives for modern technology. Generally speaking, any material that consists of two or 

more components with different properties and distinct boundaries between the components can be referred to as 

a composite material. Furthermore, the idea of combining several components to produce a material with 
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properties that are not attainable with the individual components has been used by man for thousands of years. 

Correspondingly, most natural materials that emerged as a result of a prolonged process of evolution can be 

treated as composite materials [55, 56]. 

There are several studies dedicated to the formation of composite materials together with β-TCP, 

aiming to increase, improve and incorporate new properties to the conjugated material, where the possibilities of 

applications are numerous [57]. Figure 5 presents the main materials used to form composites together with β-
TCP. 

 

Figure 5: Materials used to manufacture composites. 

 
Analyzing the data regarding the materials used for the formation of composite materials, it was found 

that there are a total of 272 articles where β-TCP was used for this purpose and a very large variety of different 

materials used, reaching to exceed the order of 100 different materials. Among the materials used, 

hydroxyapatite (Hap) was the most used, corresponding to 22.06% of the total composites, followed by 

Polycaprolactone (PCL), representing 14.34% of the total and polylactic acid-co-glycolic acid. (PLGA), 

representing 13.97% of total composites. 

The use of β-TCP together with hydroxyapatite aiming at the formation of biphasic calcium phosphate 
ceramics (BCP ceramics), either by mechanical mixing of the two components or by the synthesis itself, aims to 

improve the biological properties of bioceramics, such as bioactivity, bioresorbability , osteoconductivity and 

osteoinductivity, in order to increase the formation of bone tissue and manipulate the proportion of the 

composition of Hap, which is the most stable phase, and β-TCP, which is the most biodegradable phase, seeking 

to optimize the biodegradation rate and improve the process of bone repair for specific applications [58, 59]. 

Prezas et al. [60] analyzed the electrical polarization characteristics of pure hydroxyapatite (Hap), and 

pure beta tricalcium phosphate (β-TCP), as well as the composites formed by the junction of Hap and β-TCP, 

measuring the thermally stimulated depolarization currents (TSDC). The samples were thermoelectrically 

polarized at 500 °C under an electric field with a magnitude of 5 kV/cm. The biphasic samples were also 

polarized under electric fields with different magnitudes: 2, 3, 4 and 5 kV/cm. The results indicate that the β-

TCP crystalline phase has a considerably higher capacity to store electrical charge compared to the Hap phase. 

This indicates that it has a composition and structure suitable for ionic conduction and establishment of high 
electrical charge density, presenting great potential for orthopedic applications. 

Poly(ε-caprolactone) (PCL) is a semi-crystalline, linear-chain synthetic polymer belonging to the class 

of biodegradable polyesters. Its excellent viscoelasticity properties, adequate degradation kinetics, high 

flexibility, biodegradability, biocompatibility, non-toxicity, pore sizes and mechanical properties favorable to 

conduct tissue in growth give this biopolymer the characteristic of being the most attractive and useful class of 

polyesters. biodegradable, especially when used in resorbable sutures, in scaffolds together with other materials 

such as β-TCP and in long-term drug/vaccine delivery devices [61-63]. 

Lowe et al. [64] created a new process for the fabrication of three-dimensional (3D) polycaprolactone 

(PCL) and beta tricalcium phosphate (β-TCP) scaffolds, evaluating the scaffold behavior under physiological 
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oral conditions, as new bone growth, to establish the relationship between applied physical stresses associated 

with mandibular function at the bone scaffold interface, seeking to overcome the limits of the proportion of 

ceramic materials that can be integrated into synthetic polymeric materials for 3D printing. The study concluded 

that a 50:50 ratio of PCL/β-TCP yields scaffolds capable of sustaining loading as new bone forms, however, it 

cannot fully replicate bone stiffness. Thus, additional mechanical support would be needed to support the 

surgical site and compensate for changes in the scaffold due to degradation, where further studies in animal 
models are needed to verify the suitability for clinical application. 

Poly (lactic-co-glycolic acid) (PLGA) is a synthetic, biodegradable, biocompatible copolymer, formed 

through condensation reactions between lactic acid and glycolic acid monomers, in different proportions. Due to 

its excellent properties of short time for degradation by hydrolysis, regular chain geometry, mechanical 

resistance, sustained and appreciable release and safety profile, this biopolymer has a multitude of applications 

such as: material for biodegradable sutures, production of devices such as implants, tissue grafts, prostheses, 

therapeutic devices, encapsulation and drug delivery [65-67]. 

Zheng et al. [68] analyzed the effect of a scaffold composed of beta tricalcium phosphate and polylactic 

acid-co-glycolic acid β-TCP/PLGA, printed in 3D technology, loaded with osteogenesis-promoting drug 

(HA15), performing implantation in a model of rabbit radial bone defect. The biomechanical properties of the 

scaffold were studied by compressive tests, as well as the microstructure, pore morphology, drug release 
concentration and the scaffold's ability to repair defects were studied. The study concluded that the scaffold 

loaded with the HA15 delivery system has favorable biomechanical properties comparable to cancellous bone 

tissue and can promote cell differentiation in osteoblasts in vitro, promoting bone regeneration in a rabbit bone 

defect model.  Furthermore, this framework can enhance angiogenesis, which plays a significant role in more 

effective bone repair and regeneration. 

 

SYNTHESIS METHOD 

 

Basically, the synthesis of β-TCP can be carried out by the thermal conversion of a precursor with a 

Ca/P molar ratio ≈ 1.5 such as calcium-deficient hydroxyapatite (CDHA), or amorphous calcium phosphate 

(ACP), in a range temperature ranging from 650 to 750 °C, or by solid-state reaction of a mixture of solid 

precursors at high temperatures [69]. However, several other synthesis routes can be used for the synthesis of 
beta tricalcium phosphate, where the characteristics of the material produced will depend on the type of 

synthesis used [70]. 

Table 3 presents the synthesis methods used reported in the literature for the manufacture of beta 

tricalcium phosphate. It is worth mentioning that only 141 of the total of all articles surveyed described the 

synthesis methods used, that is, only 22.60% of the total of articles, which indicates that most articles do not 

report the synthesis route described for manufacturing β-TCP powders, or even, many of the articles use ready-

made β-TCP samples from other previous studies. 

 

Table 3: Synthesis methods used to manufacture β-TCP powders 

SYNTHESIS METHOD QUANTITY OF ARTICLES 

CHEMICAL PRECIPITATION 49 

SOLID STATE REACTION 39 

CO - PRECIPITATION 15 

SUN - GEL 13 

NATURAL SOURCES 13 

 

MICROWAVE ASSISTED HYDROTHERMAL 

METHOD 

4 

SPRAY - DRYING 3 
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SYNTHESIS BY COMBUSTION REACTION 2 

MECHANOCHEMICAL SYNTHESIS 2 

PYROLYSIS SPRAY 1 

 

Analyzing Table 3, it can be seen that 10 different synthesis routes were described for the manufacture 

of β-TCP, where the most used synthesis route was the chemical precipitation method, corresponding to 45.39% 

of the total of articles, followed by the method solid state reaction with 27.66% of the total articles and the co-

precipitation method with 10.64% of the total. 

Called wet, chemical or aqueous precipitation the method of chemical precipitation is the process by 

which a soluble substance is converted to an insoluble form either by chemical reaction or by changes in the 

composition of the solvent to decrease the solubility of the substance contained therein presenting the advantage 

of the ease in controlling the process parameters, obtaining powders with fine particles, high specific surface 

area, chemical homogeneity and the use of low-cost reagents, allowing the production of dense ceramics at 
sintering temperatures lower than the temperatures required for powders obtained by others methods [71, 72]. 

The method consists of dissolving a solid in a solution, with the formation of ionic species, in sequence 

the ionic species formed will give rise to precursors when they are again precipitated in the ideal form and 

quantity. Such a synthesis route consists of two processes: nucleation (growth and formation of the nucleation 

center) and the subsequent growth of the particles [73]. 

Such a method must be quantitative and simultaneous, aiming at efficiency, without the preferential 

separation of some of the constituents of the formed precipitates. Furthermore, it is necessary to strictly control 

parameters such as pH of the solution, viscosity, temperature and concentration of the reagents, in order to 

obtain powders with the desired characteristics [73]. 

Pang et al. [74] coated beta tricalcium phosphate synthesized by the chemical precipitation method on a 

gold (Au) surface, using the electrophoretic deposition (EPD) method, investigating the adsorption behavior of 
bovine serum albumin (BSA) and lysozyme (LSZ) on Au/β-TCP surfaces in real time by the dissipation 

technique using a quartz crystal microbalance (QCM-D). The experiments showed that with increasing electric 

field strength, more β-TCP nanoparticles with large dimensions could be deposited on a golden surface, where 

the quantity, dimension and surface roughness of the coatings increased with increasing electrophoresis time. In 

this way, the study deepened the understanding of the interaction mechanism between biomaterials and proteins, 

being useful for the design of biomaterials. 

The solid state reaction method involves chemical decomposition reactions, in which a mixture of solid 

reactants is heated to produce a new solid composition and gases. This method is commonly used for the 

production of complex oxides from simple oxides, carbonates, nitrates, hydroxides, oxalates, alkoxides and 

other metal salts [75]. 

Typically, the procedure includes several annealing steps with several intervening grinding steps to 

increase the homogeneity of the mixture and to decrease the particle size of the powder. Such a method is 
relatively inexpensive and requires a simple apparatus. Furthermore, large volumes of powder can be prepared 

relatively simply. However, compared to other methods, the powder obtained shows relatively high 

agglomeration and therefore relatively large particle size as well as relatively limited homogeneity [75]. 

Vahabzadeh et al. [76] evaluated the effect of adding different concentrations of Lithium (Li) on the 

sintering temperature, phase composition, density and compressive strength of beta tricalcium phosphate (β-

TCP) synthesized by the solid-state reaction method. For this, concentrations of 0.15, 0.65 and 1% by weight of 

β-TCP were added, and temperatures of 1150 and 1250°C were used for sintering. The study concluded that the 

addition of Li at concentrations of 0.65 and 1% by weight inhibited the formation of the β-TCP phase to the α-

TCP phase at both sintering temperatures, accompanied by grain growth and extensive formation of grains. 

liquid phase. The addition of 0.15% by weight of Li at the temperature of 1150°C increased the compressive 

strength of β-TCP, where the presence of Li increased the apparent density of β-TCP. In addition, greater cell 
proliferation along with the formation of multilayered cells were found in all doped samples after 3, 7 and 11 

days of cell culture, proving the effective role of ion release in the interaction of osteoblastic cells with β-TCP. 

Chemical coprecipitation is a method of synthesis where soluble substances are incorporated into the 

precipitates during formation. This method consists of mixing cations and anions in proportions that exceed the 

solubility product, causing a change in the pH of the solution, which can be aqueous or not, when the anion 

responsible for the formation of the insoluble salt is added. At this time, the precipitation phenomenon occurs 

and the nucleation phase predominates, where a large number of small particles are produced [77, 78]. 
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This method is described in the literature as one of the most effective in controlling the properties of 

materials, combined with operational simplicity and low cost of synthesis, which makes it one of the most used 

methods. In this sense, the term co-precipitation refers to precipitation reactions in which, in complex systems, 

the various species involved must be precipitated simultaneously. It is worth mentioning that at the time of 

synthesis, a solution of cations is mixed with another solution containing the precipitating agent, where the co-

precipitate is separated from the supernatant liquid by filtration, washed, dried and calcined to obtain the oxide 
corresponding to the cations [77, 78]. 

Yoo et al. [79] investigated the effects of silicon addition on the mechanical properties of β-TCP 

synthesized via chemical co-precipitation method, used in the production of biocomposites prepared with PLA. 

The flexural and tensile properties of PLA/Si/β-TCP biocomposites were improved by the substitution of Si ions 

in β-TCP, especially at 20 wt% filler content. Such results concluded that the internal change such as the 

substitution of Si ions can improve the mechanical properties of the organic/inorganic composite. 

 

APPLICATIONS 

 

Analyzing the applications, it was found that 541 articles aim at applications in the field of 

biomaterials, which corresponds to 86.70% of the total of articles, and the remaining 83 articles aim at other 
distinct and varied applications such as heterogeneous catalysis [80], production of biodegradable batteries [81], 

production of interference screws (biodegradable screws) [82], magnetic resonance [83] and computed 

tomography [83]. Figure 6 details the applications aimed at the field of biomaterials.  

 

Figure 6: Applications of β-TCP

 
It can be seen that there are 11 different applications in the field of biomaterials, where 167 articles 

applied β-TCP in guided bone regeneration, which corresponds to 30.87% of applications in biomaterials, 

followed by applications in scaffolds with 162 articles, corresponding to 29 94% and to bone grafts, with 74 

articles, corresponding to 13.68%. 

Guided bone regeneration (GBR) is a surgical procedure that uses graft materials and barrier 

membranes to stimulate and guide the growth of new bone in defects. In this technique, an autogenous bone 

and/or a biomaterial is placed in the deficient bone area, maintaining the space and stimulating the formation of 

new bone, where membranes are used above the filled defect to prevent soft tissue permeation. This technique is 

used, for example, to restore bone in case of fenestration-like defects or dehiscence around the implant, to 

compensate for major maxillary deficiencies, or to prevent bone resorption after tooth extraction in deficient 

sockets [84, 85]. 
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Santos et al. [86] developed PLGA membranes together with hydroxyapatite and beta tricalcium 

phosphate, evaluating the mechanical, morphological and in vitro properties, trying to overcome the limitations 

of bone regenerative capacity, adequate mechanical behavior or adequate degradation profile. The analysis of 

the results concluded that the membranes produced showed adequate interlayer adhesion, a pore size of the 

dense layer of 4.20 μm and an electrospun layer with a degree of porosity of 38.2%, being able to prevent the 

infiltration of fibroblasts at the same time as allows, the migration of osteoblasts and the permeation of nutrients. 
In addition, they presented a glass transition temperature of 82 °C and a superior storage module, which 

remained constant up to 54.6 °C, important characteristics for membrane implantation and use without 

mechanical compromise, where they also presented excellent fixation, proliferation and migration. of 

osteoblasts, confirming the great potential of the membranes in bone reconstruction with an adequate profile of 

degradation, morphology, mechanical behavior and bone regenerative capacity. 

Scaffolds are three-dimensional structures that have a porous three-dimensional framework, bioactive 

and biodegradable properties, which promote cell proliferation, or cell colonization, providing a stable 

environment, serving as a template for the formation of new tissue. The mechanical and degradation properties 

are directly related to the material that makes up the scaffold. Thus, the main biological interactions, such as 

adhesion between proteins and peptides, cell adhesion, migration, proliferation and differentiation, are primary 

functions of the surface properties of the material in question [87-89]. 
Rajabi and Esmaelli [90] synthesized scaffolds composed of biphasic calcium phosphate ceramics 

(BCP ceramics) composed of hydroxyapatite and beta tricalcium phosphate, in addition to gelatin and bioglass, 

which were used in the drug transport process, aiming at guided bone regeneration. The study concluded that the 

biocompatibility and mechanical strength of this scaffold was adequate and resembled natural bone structure 

materials. In addition, the use as drug transport had an efficiency of 80% for a concentration of 5mg/l, all the 

properties of the nanoparticles in vitro were formed based on the three phases of the biocomposite, where it was 

concluded that, after 8 weeks, the in vitro experiment vivo led to the formation of bone and collagen sheets and 

connective tissue layer. 

Bone graft is the name used for bone tissue transplanted from a donor area to another recipient area. 

When it belongs to the same individual, it is called an autogenous graft, when the bone originates from another 

person, it is called a homogenous graft, and when the bone originates from a donor of another species (non-

human) it is called a heterogenous graft. In this sense, the autogenous graft is the only one that provides live, 
immunocompatible and indispensable bone cells for osteogenesis. In its various forms and applications, bone 

grafts represent one of the most important methods for the reconstruction of the musculoskeletal system and are 

the most used technique in orthopedic procedures, being used as an adjunct in fracture repair and replacement of 

skeletal defects [91].  

Song et al. [92] proposed a bone graft support model to increase the mechanical strength of bioprinted 

3D constructs. The 3D constructs were bioprinted using polycaprolactone (PCL) ink for the external support in 

extrusion mode and cell-loaded tricalcium phosphate (TCP)/alginate bioink for the internal fill in air pressure 

delivery mode. The relationship of bioink viscosity, 3D bioprint pressure, TCP/alginate ratio, and cell survival 

were investigated by shear viscosities, live/dead cell analysis and testing, and cell count kit measurement. In this 

way, the study allowed low viscosity bioinks to be bioprinted for manufacturing 3D constructions, providing 

sufficient mechanical strength for 3D units. In this sense, it was found that the printing pressure was closely 
associated with the viscosity of the bioinks, affecting the survival of cells after printing, where when the bioink 

viscosity was in the range of 3.86 to 61.65 Pas, the 3D bioprinting process could achieve good printability and 

higher cell survival rate, concluding that the combination of the use of 3D bioprinting technique and support 

was viable to obtain personalized substitutes. 

 

IV. CONCLUSION 

In the last 6 years, the number of scientific research related to beta tricalcium phosphate has been 

increasing. The results presented with the technological mapping revealed that there are a total of 624 scientific 

articles on β-TCP indexed in the journal databases, and 2870 registered patents, of which 1184 belong to the 

ESPACENET database, 56 to the USPTO and 1630 to the LENS.ORG. Analyzing the countries involved in the 

publications, it was found that China is the country that has the most scientific articles published in the area, 

totaling 173 publications. Most of the applications are focused on the field of biomaterials, where the field of 
guided bone regeneration is the main bioapplication. The main method of synthesis is the chemical precipitation 

method, where there are 272 publications involving the formation of composites, 69 publications involving 

doping with metal ions and 283 publications that synthesized β-TCP in a pure form. 
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